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Climate governance for 1.5 C

WMO, 30 October 2017:

“the current levels of CO2 
correspond to an 
“equilibrium” climate last 
observed… 3–5 million 
years ago… a climate that 
was 2-3°C warmer..  [with] 
sea levels that were 10–20 
m higher than those today.”

Out precarious 
situation

Numerous theories in various scientific disciplines:

• Lack of scientific knowledge and uncertainties

• Institutional inertia and technological lock-in

• Insufficiently operational goals and targets

• Social dilemmas and controversies

• Weak or ineffective regulation

• Lack of cost internalization

• Lobbyism…

• …

Potential reasons for gaps to 
environmental goals

An ideal (?) picture
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A framework for analysis of delay mechanisms 1. Science denial

2. Environmental 
policy and 
decision-making 
thresholds
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Co-benefits 
large – but 
poorly 
explored

Health benefits and richer 

landscapes

Decreased costs for energy and 

material; enhanced innovation

Decreased extraction of 

fossil fuels

Less landscape 

exploitation

Improved work environment; fewer 

oil accidents and less oil spill

Protection of tropical 

and boreal forests

Benefits for 

indigenous people

Improved productivity 

and production

Value for medicine and 

future generations

Decreased threats to 

biodiversity

Decreased energy poverty, improved 

price stability and fewer conflicts

Strengthened productivity 

and competitiveness

Enhanced employment 

and growth

Improved 

well-being

Less damage on crops 

and biodiversity

Decreased emissions and levels of 

air and water pollutants; less noise

Improved national and local 

energy security

Decreased eutrophication 

and acidification 

Fewer death and disease cases 

from cancer and cardiovascular 
disease; less asthma prevalence

Lowered private and societal 

costs for health problems

Increase forest 

plantations

Sinks in agricultural 

systems

Improved efficiency 

in agricultureDecreased meat 

consumption

Improved 

well-being
Improved 

well-being

Climate

policy

Energy savings and 

efficiency

Many solutions –
the best ones
available at 
negative costs

Rolling resistance

Energy used to move 
people

Aerodynamics

Transmission
losses

Idling

Engine losses

86% of fuel 
never 
reaches 
wheels

Tank-to-wheel energy flow

Productive use

Car utilisation

5% driving
1% congestion

▪ Typical French
car parked 92% of 
time

▪ Average European 
car has 5 seats but 
carries 1.5 
people/trip

1,6% looking for parking

”The vaccine” (systems are inefficient)

(After Potocnik, 2015)
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Renewables rapidly becoming much cheaper

(Our world in data 2021)

Businesses increasingly on board

“If you are not transitioning, 
no one will buy your 
products, no one will want to 
work for you and no one will 
want to invest in your 
company. This is about 
survival.”

Henrik Henriksson
CEO Scania

Business opprtunities
and survival

We underestimate opportunities

• Sweden according to EU-Kyoto (1990-2008/12) + 4 % 

• Klimatkommittén (governmental inquiry) - 2 %

• Parliament’s decision - 4 %

• Result 2012 - 16 %

• Today - 37 %
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Positive political understanding New geo-
political 
situation

Broad global 
understanding 
of the risks at 
hand

“This is Europe’s man on the moon 
moment.”

The big players 
are moving
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(Source: Carbon Brife: https://www.carbonbrief.org/cop28-key-outcomes-agreed-at-the-un-climate-talks-in-dubai/

And the wordl actually agrees... … even though much remains to be settled

(Carbon Brief: https://www.carbonbrief.org/interactive-tracking-negotiating-texts-at-cop28-climate-summit/)

Global Stocktake: a late step in the right direction

”A clear, long 
term signal that 
the price of 
emissions will 
only go one way 
– up – would be 
the best path to 
put us on a 
trajectory 
towards zero 
emissions.”

Stricter policies needed

https://www.carbonbrief.org/cop28-key-outcomes-agreed-at-the-un-climate-talks-in-dubai/
https://www.carbonbrief.org/interactive-tracking-negotiating-texts-at-cop28-climate-summit/
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‘As globalisation continues and 

ever more techno-logically 

advanced countries compete 

over growth, employment and 

resources, the ability to serve 

green markets will be a crucial 

factor in maintaining

competitiveness.’

“…the EU could realistically reduce the 
total material requirements of its 
economy by 17% to 24%, boosting GDP 
and creating between 1.4 and 2.8  
million jobs.”

“Every percentage point reduction in 
resource use could therefore lead to up 
to 100,000 to 200,000 new jobs.”

Stricter 
policies 
positive 
from several 
viewpoints

Since the Paris Agreement in 2015

(CAT 2023: https://climateactiontracker.org/press/ )

Positive development since the Paris Agreement

(CAT 2023: https://climateactiontracker.org/press/ )

Thank you!
mikael.Karlsson@geo.uu.se

https://climateactiontracker.org/press/
https://climateactiontracker.org/press/

